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This useful collection includes over a century of the very best writing on photography. Vicki

Goldberg has brought together more than 75 essays and excerpts that cover a vast and provocative

range of topics. We have the first-hand accounts of photographers, from Fox Talbot to Alfred

Stieglitz to Ansel Adams, and the thoughts of leading critics and philosophers, from Baudelaire to

George Bernard Shaw to Susan Sontag. Some of the pieces illuminate important aspects of

photographic history; others give unique insights in particular photographers; and some are just for

fun. Together, they offer a lively approach to the history, art, and philosophy of photography.
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""Photography in Print provide[s] important views on photographic history and art. . . . Expect not a

dry collection of traditional historical pieces . . . it [is] an important contribution to the understanding

of photographic achievement [and] . . . should not be neglected . . ."a"Photography in Print" is a

balanced presentation . . . that anyone considering photography as a career should add to his [or

her] reading list. . . . it provides a glimpse into goals and attitudes that are still a must for success in

the field today.aa"Photography in Print" provide[s] important views on photographic history and art. .

. . Expect not a dry collection of traditional historical pieces . . . it [is] an important contribution to the

understanding of photographic achievement [and] . . . should not be neglected . . .a

Essays by photographers, critics, and philosophers.



Good quality !

Thank you!

I was responsible for providing my granddaughter's textbooks and I shopped around online for

books (new or in good used condition) at reasonable prices. Campus bookstores are there to make

money and no bargains are to be found there, so I shopped online. This was the best deal I could

find for this textbook.

I haven't read the book yet but checked the contents yesterday and it looks truly great. The only

problem for me was the shipping of the item in a non safe bubble wrap, arrived totally damaged. If

you are interested in the thoughts of the masters of photography, you should have this great

compilations of texts/essays in your library.

Needed for class.

Got this for a photo class. Really interesting read especially if you're interested in the history of

photography. I bought a used copy, which had a ripped cover. Simply taped it... wasn't too worried

about its appearance. Would actually buy another copy to give to a friend as a gift.

The book was in better condition than I'd expected--it was almost in mint condition!So far the

reading has been pretty enlightening about the different perspectives from the past in regards to

photography. This book is a good read if you want to get insight into photography's history by

reading what was written about it in it's early days.

i was a photography major in college and i ordered this for my photography history class, i learned a

lot from it and was a fairly easy read
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